


Part of Semiconductor Component Service Area Package

The MCU intelligence service provides a comprehensive view of the MCU 
market and competitive landscape. The tracker covers 5-year revenue 
and unit shipment forecasts for 40+ unique applications across six 
different markets. 

Microcontroller (MCU) 
Intelligence Service 

Automotive Display Intelligence Service  | MSCD-101105

A microcontroller consists of a 
processing core, memory, and 
peripherals optimized for 
embedded control 
applications that range from 
simple control functions to 
complex tasks such as 
graphics, communications, 
and motor control. It is used in 
all kinds of electronics and key 
driver of the semiconductor 
industry.  

Sang Oh
Senior Analyst
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Semiconductor Components: Our expert analysts
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* Analysts responsible for this service

Sang Oh*
Senior Analyst

Paul Pickering
Price Lead, Semiconductor

Frank Xu*
Principal Analyst

Hui He
Director, China Semi



Microcontroller Intelligence Service: Deliverables

MARKET TRACKER: ANALYSIS
—Semi-annually—
Microcontroller Market Tracker Analysis – Global
Microcontroller Market Tracker Analysis – China

MARKET TRACKER: DATABASE
—Semi-annually—
Microcontroller Market Tracker Database – Global 
Microcontroller Market Tracker Database – China 

ANALYST INSIGHTS
—Ongoing—
Analyst commentary on market shifts, technology and 
regional developments, vendors, events, and more

ANALYST ACCESS
—Ongoing—
For prompt responses to client questions and market 
feedback 
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Microcontroller Market Tracker – Global: Detail, Coverage, and Applicable To
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Microcontroller Market Tracker – Global: Overview

DETAIL

Frequency

• Semi-annually updated

• 2H22 to publish in Apr 2023

• 1H23 to publish in Oct 2023

Deliverable

• Market tracker analysis (PPT)

• Market tracker database (Excel)

Key Metric

• MCU revenue by class type and by
applications

• MCU unit shipment by class type
and by applications

• MCU revenue by suppliers

COVERAGE

Timeline

• 5-year annual forecast

• 2 to 3 historical years

• 2-year quarterly forecast

• 1-year quarterly historical

Region

• Americas

• EMEA

• Japan

• China

• Rest of Asia & Oceania

APPLICABLE TO

• MCU vendors & suppliers

• Foundry manufacturers

• Embedded and core IP providers

• Operating system vendors

• Software developers

• Business consulting, investment, and
financial firms

• Industry and market research firms:
automotive, industrial, consumer,
connectivity and other electronics
standards

Class

• 4-bit MCU

• 8-bit MCU

• 16-bit MCU

• 32-bit MCU

Vertical Market 

• Automotive electronics

• Computing & data storage

• Consumer electronics

• Industrial electronics

• Wired communications

• Wireless communications
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Microcontroller Market Tracker – China: Overview

DETAIL

Frequency

• Semi-annually updated

• 2H22 to publish in May 2023

• 1H23 to publish in Nov 2023

Deliverable

• Market tracker analysis (PPT)

• Market tracker database (Excel)

Key Metric

• MCU revenue and unit shipment by
applications

• MCU revenue and ASP by class

• MCU revenue by suppliers

COVERAGE

Timeline

• 5-year annual forecast

• 2 to 3 historical years

Region

• China

Class

• 4-bit MCU

• 8-bit MCU

• 16-bit MCU

• 32-bit MCU

APPLICABLE TO

• MCU vendors & suppliers

• Foundry manufacturers

• Embedded and core IP providers

• Operating system vendors

• Software developers

• Business consulting & financial firms

• Industry and market research firms:
automotive, industrial, consumer,
connectivity and other electronics
standards

Vertical Market 

• Automotive electronics

• Computing & data storage

• Consumer electronics

• Industrial electronics

• Wired communications

• Wireless communications
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Microcontroller Market Tracker Covers 40+ Sub-Device Types
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Microcontroller Intelligence Service: Applications

Automotive 
electronics

1

ADAS

Body & convenience

Chassis & safety

Infotainment & 
telematics

Powertrain

xEV system

Other automotive

Computing & 
data storage

2

Data center servers

Notebook PCs

Solid-State drives

Smart cards

Other C&D

Consumer 
electronics

3

Fitness wearable 
electronics

Home appliances

Home audio & video 
electronics

Set-Top boxes

Other consumer

Industrial 
electronics

4

Building & home 
technologies

Factory automation

Medical electronics

Military & civil 
aerospace

Power & energy

Other industrial

Wired 
communications

5

Access class equipment 

Carrier & long haul 
class equipment 

Consumer & customer 
premises equipment

Enterprise voice & data 
systems

Other wired 
communications

Wireless 
communications

6

Mobile communication 
infrastructure

Mobile handsets & 
smartphone

Media tablets

Other wireless 
communications

Note: the list of applications on the slide may not include all sub-set applications that are covered in the intelligence service. 
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Microcontroller Intelligence Service: Sample Charts

Note: sample chart used only for product overview purposes.

Source: Omdia
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Microcontroller Intelligence Service: Analyst Insights



Related Content: Semiconductor Service Area Coverage

About Omdia’s Semiconductor Components Research

Omdia’s leading semiconductor market research is provided by a 
highly experienced team of analysts. Many are industry veterans 
with deep technical background as well as hands-on market and 
product experience in their coverage area. The key component areas 
of processors and microcontrollers, MEMS and Sensors, Power 
discretes and modules, Power ICs, LED and Optical components are 
covered across numerous device categories and applications.

Their expertise is augmented and supported by the wide array of end 
equipment application and demand reporting, semiconductor 
manufacturing tracking and forecasting and spotlight services such as 
the semiconductor competitive landscape tool, the application 
market forecast tracker, the China semiconductor intelligence service 
and others.

Service Area Package:
Semiconductor Components

System-on-Chip (SoC) Market 
Tracker

Processors for Graphics & 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

Market Tracker

Power Semiconductor 
Intelligence Service

Processors for Network 
Infrastructure Market Tracker

MEMS & Sensors Intelligence 
Service

Wide Bandgap (WBG) Power 
Semiconductor Market Tracker

Image Sensors Intelligence 
Service

Processors Spotlight Service

Microcontroller (MCU) Intelligence Service

Microcontroller (MCU) 
Market Tracker – Global

Microcontroller (MCU) 
Market Tracker – China 
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Our “Ask an Analyst” Service Provides Best in Class Customer Support

Whether you need guidance to navigate the 
service, information regarding our methodologies 
or you want to better understand a data trend, 
Omdia’s support team is here to help.

Draw on our expertise

• Make the right decisions 

• Sanity-check your own findings

• Get the most out of your subscription

• Understand more about our methodologies

Shelley Hunter
Customer Success 
Manager

Kâren Dyer
Customer Success 
Manager

Our Ask an Analyst service gives you direct contact via 
telephone, email or face-to-face session with our expert 
analyst team:

96%
of our customers rate 

our service as Excellent 
or Very Good
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askananalyst@omdia.com

Get in touch!

@Omdia

@OmdiaHQ
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The Omdia research, data and information referenced herein (the “Omdia Materials”) are the copyrighted property of Informa Tech and its subsidiaries or affiliates 
(together “Informa Tech”) or its third party data providers and represent data, research, opinions, or viewpoints published by Informa Tech, and are not 
representations of fact.

The Omdia Materials reflect information and opinions from the original publication date and not from the date of this document. The information and opinions 
expressed in the Omdia Materials are subject to change without notice and Informa Tech does not have any duty or responsibility to update the Omdia Materials or 
this publication as a result.

Omdia Materials are delivered on an “as-is” and “as-available” basis. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, 
completeness, or correctness of the information, opinions, and conclusions contained in Omdia Materials.

To the maximum extent permitted by law, Informa Tech and its affiliates, officers, directors, employees, agents, and third party data providers disclaim any liability 
(including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence) as to the accuracy or completeness or use of the Omdia Materials. Informa Tech will not, 
under any circumstance whatsoever, be liable for any trading, investment, commercial, or other decisions based on or made in reliance of the Omdia Materials.

Thank you
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Disclaimer

Get in touch!

customersuccess@omdia.com @Omdia @OmdiaHQ


